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HPC pushes cryptography beyond Moore 
Two records in RSA factorisation were achieved through HPC and with the support of PRACE, 
going above and beyond Moore’s law. 

 

On 2 December 2019 at ECC 2019 in Bochum, a team of European scientists led by Paul 
Zimmermann of INRIA, France, announce that they computed the largest-ever RSA key size (RSA-
240), alongside the largest-ever integer discrete logarithm (795 bits). The achievement is extra 
remarkable, because the feat goes beyond Moore’s law: based on the current improvements in 
hardware, we would have had to wait a few more years for this result. Improvements in the software 
that carries out the Number Field Sieving, and algorithms allowed for the two records to be broken 
at the same time, and for Moore’s law to be bypassed. 

The project in which these achievements were recorded, named “New Records for Integer 
Factorization and Discrete Logarithm” received 32 million core hours on the German JUWELS 
supercomputer, hosted by GCS at FZJ, via an allocation under the 18th Call for Proposals for 
PRACE Project Access 

“These achievements prove that in the race for the largest and fastest supercomputer, we should 
continue to focus on scaling up and improving the applications that run on these machines. With 
phones, cars, homes, and even cities becoming “smart” the need for digital security is ever 
increasing, and Europe can play a leading role here.” says Núria López, Chair of the PRACE 
Scientific Steering Committee. 

RSA-240 is an extremely large number that is the product of two prime numbers. It looks like this 
1246203667817187840658350446081065904348203746516788057548187888832896668011882108550360395702725
0874750986476843845862105486553797025393057189121768431828636284694840530161441643046806687569941
5246993185704183030512549594371372159029236099 = 
5094359522858399145550510235808437141326483820241114731866602965218212064697467006203164434788738
37606252372049619334517 * 
2446242088383181505678131390240028966538020925789314014520412213365584770951781552582188977350305
90669041302045908071447 
Such numbers are used in cryptography which secures communication, protecting for instance your 
WhatsApp messages from being read by others, and your online banking from being hacked by 
criminals. It is expected that quantum computers will be able to easily crack these RSA numbers, 
and researchers are already developing more complex protection measures. Until then, 2048-bit 
RSA, Diffie-Hellman, and DSA keys, are recommended, as these can still lock adversaries out. 

Further reading 

• Official announcement of the project 
o lists.gforge.inria.fr/pipermail/cado-nfs-discuss/2019-December/001139.html 
o documents.epfl.ch/users/l/le/lenstra/public/papers/rsa768.txt 
o caramba.loria.fr/dlp240-rsa240.txt 
o listserv.nodak.edu/cgi-bin/wa.exe?A2=NMBRTHRY;fd743373.1912 

• CADO-NFS cado-nfs.gforge.inria.fr/ 
• Grid5000 www.grid5000.fr/w/Grid5000:Home 
• EXPLOR explor.univ-lorraine.fr/ 
• Project listing under the PRACE 18th Project Access Call 

www.prace-ri.eu/18th-project-access-call-awarded-projects/#Mathematic 

https://eccworkshop.org/2019/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_Factoring_Challenge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_Factoring_Challenge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moore's_law
http://www.prace-ri.eu/18th-project-access-call-awarded-projects/#Mathematic
http://www.prace-ri.eu/18th-project-access-call-awarded-projects/#Mathematic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffie%E2%80%93Hellman_key_exchange
https://lists.gforge.inria.fr/pipermail/cado-nfs-discuss/2019-December/001139.html
https://documents.epfl.ch/users/l/le/lenstra/public/papers/rsa768.txt
https://caramba.loria.fr/dlp240-rsa240.txt
https://listserv.nodak.edu/cgi-bin/wa.exe?A2=NMBRTHRY;fd743373.1912
http://cado-nfs.gforge.inria.fr/
http://www.grid5000.fr/w/Grid5000:Home
http://explor.univ-lorraine.fr/
http://www.prace-ri.eu/18th-project-access-call-awarded-projects/#Mathematic
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• Ars Technica article in English 
arstechnica.com/information-technology/2019/12/new-crypto-cracking-record-reached-with-
less-help-than-usual-from-moores-law/# 

• Heise Online article in German 
www.heise.de/security/meldung/Forscher-vermelden-neuen-Rekord-beim-Knacken-von-
RSA-4603700.html 

• Heise Security article in German 
www.heise.de/security/artikel/Kryptographie-in-der-IT-Empfehlungen-zu-Verschluesselung-
und-Verfahren-3221002.html 

• ECC 2019: 23rd Workshop on Elliptic Curve Cryptography 
eccworkshop.org/2019/index.html 

 

About PRACE

 
The Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE) is an international non-profit association with its seat in Brussels. The 
PRACE Research Infrastructure provides a persistent world-class High-Performance Computing service for scientists and researchers 
from academia and industry in Europe. The computer systems and their operations accessible through PRACE are provided by five 
PRACE members (BSC representing Spain, CINECA representing Italy, ETH Zurich/CSCS representing Switzerland, GCS representing 
Germany and GENCI representing France). The Implementation Phase of PRACE receives funding from the EU’s Horizon 2020 
Research and Innovation Programme (2014-2020) under grant agreement 823767. For more information, see www.prace-ri.eu 

Do you want more information? Do you want to subscribe to our mailing lists? 

Please visit the PRACE website: http://www.prace-ri.eu 

Or contact Marjolein Oorsprong, Communications Officer: Telephone: +32 2 613 09 27 E-mail: communication[at]prace-ri.eu 
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